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Our user's group had our first Breeze presentation this week. Not having any experience with Breeze
(other than attending several Breeze presentations), I was a little nervous about what trouble we
would run into.

As it turned out, the set up was really easy and the presentation went off without a hitch.

More significantly, however, Peter Farrell did a really good presentation. He presented on source
control software (mostly on subversion - but the presentation was a good overview of available
options). He has a good voice for presenting and his pace and demeanor were perfect for an online
presentation.

I have not been using a version control system and even after the presentation I am not sure that I will.
I am sure, however, that I will at least look into it and weigh my options very seriously. Before hearing
the presentation, I wasn't really sure where to get started on making that decision. Now I feel like I
have a good starting point for investigating the possibilities.

If you are in a users group that is in a smaller market (Tulsa isn't quite Dallas or NYC), a Breeze
presentation is a great way to get presenters and presentations that you might not otherwise be able
to get.

Charlie Arehart just covered Breezos for user's groups in his blog , so you might want to read more
about it there if you are interested. 

Since I work at home and don't have an iPod (the shame!), I have only listened to one or two episodes
of ColdFusion Weekly . After this presentation, I will be sure to find a way to listen to more of them. 
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